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Though beer manufacturers sponsored a variety of radio comedies, it was rare 
for a family sitcom to be bankrolled by this kind of advertiser. One such show 
was the The Life of Riley, which enjoyed a two-year relationship with the Pabst 
Brewing Company. By the time Pabst was underwriting the radio series (1949-
1951), both institutions had developed prestigious reputations in their respective 
industries.

The Life of Riley initially elicited chuckles from radio audiences as a Blue Network 
feature on Sunday, January 16, 1944 (originating from Hollywood). Created 
by Irving Brecher, the original concept for the project was developed in 1942. 
It was called The Flotsam Family, with Groucho Marx as its star. However, this 
version did not generate sufficient commercial interest, and was scrapped. It would 
ultimately be rewritten as a vehicle for movie actor William Bendix. This revamped 
version featured Bendix as Chester A. Riley, a war plant worker in California. 
The character lived with his wife Peg, and their two children, Barbara (Babs) 

and Chester Riley, Jr. (Junior). 
Even though the program 
debuted during the World War 
II era, weekly themes dealt with 
average family experiences at 
school, work, home, and in the 
community.

From its inception, The Life 
of Riley was a commercial 
entity, with the American 
Meat Institute (currently North 
American Meat Institute) 
paying the bills for the 
program’s first 77 episodes. 
That contract was in effect 
through the July 8, 1945 

Jr. as Bert, and announcer Harry von Zell (who doubles as 
Henry).

CD 8B: “Riley the Basketball Briber” - 03/23/1951
Could it be that Riley and Gillis observe Junior taking a 
bribe to throw the big game? Bob Ellis co-stars as Junior, 
with Barbara Eiler as Babs, John Brown as both Gillis and 
Digger, Don Randolph as the principal, Herb Vigran (right) 
as the coach, and announcer Harry von Zell (who also 
performs as both the bookie and the game broadcaster). 

For additional laughs consult:
Irving Brecher (1949) The Life of Riley: novelized from the screenplay
Irving Brecher (2008) The Wicked Wit of the West (autobiography)

Acknowledgements: The author thanks the following for their invaluable 
assistance: Ned Comstock (Cinematic Arts Library, University of Southern 
California), Jeanette Berard and Klaudia Englund (American Radio Archives, 
Thousand Oaks, California), and from the Library of Congress - David Sager, 
James Wintle and Bryan Cornell.

If you enjoyed this CD set, we recommend
The Life of Riley: Blue Collar Blues,

available now at www.RadioSpirits.com.
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episode. In the fall of 1945, Proctor & Gamble (P & G) picked up the program. 
With the change of sponsor came a change of network, and the Rileys switched 
from ABC to NBC. The time slot shifted as well, moving from a Sunday 10 
pm niche to Saturday evenings at 8 Eastern. After airing three seasons on 
Saturdays, the program was moved to Friday nights at 10 Eastern for P & G’s 
final year (1948-1949). With the opening of the fall 1949 campaign, Pabst Sales 
Corporation (for its parent firm, Pabst Brewing Company) bankrolled the show 
to promote its Blue Ribbon Beer.

Pabst was the beer industry’s top advertiser in the medium. The company entered 
network radio in 1931, promoting its Blue Ribbon Malt brand with vaudevillian 
Richie Craig, Jr., who performed as The Blue Ribbon Jester on CBS. Following 
an appearance by Ben Bernie on the Jester series, Pabst contracted with Bernie 
for several seasons of his own program (through 1936). After an absence of some 
seven years, Pabst returned to network sponsorship in March of 1943 with the 
variety show Blue Ribbon Town starring Groucho Marx. In 1946, it commenced 
a three-year stint with Eddie Cantor. In the fall of 1949, Cantor was dropped in 
favor of The Life of Riley. 

The episodes in this collection feature hilarious incidents from the middle of the 
seventh (and final) season of the program. Riley’s antics continued to be hailed 
by critics. A review in Daily Variety (October 9, 1950) proclaimed: “Off on 
another season for Pabst, Irving Brecher, Alan Lipscott and Reuben Shipp 
whipped up another frothy tid-bit that tapped a steady succession of laughs.” 
The program’s creator, along with his scripting duo, had collaborated in plotting 
Riley’s escapades since the show’s inception. 

In an interview (TV-Radio Life, February 2, 
1951) Brecher declared: “Hold a mirror up to 
Riley, and you hold it up to most of the audience. 
His problems are universal.” Manhattan-native 
William Bendix (left) voiced similar sentiments 
(Radio Life, January 12, 1947): “Riley and I are 
a happy marriage. He and I are just plain folks 
- no fuss and feathers.” However, after moving 
into his new Encino, California manse, he was 
quoted in a December 1950 press release: “If I 
ever told ‘em back in Brooklyn that some day 
I’d be living like this, they’d have laughed me 
clear over to New Jersey.”

CD 5B: “Riley’s Dancing Lessons” - 02/09/1951
Riley’s decision to impress Peg by taking dancing lessons 
lands him a most improbable partner. Shirley Mitchell is 
featured once again as Louella, along with Bob Ellis as 
Junior, Barbara Eiler as Babs, John Brown as both Digger 
and the contest emcee, and Don Randolph as Mr. Valdez. 
Harry von Zell (right) and John Storm are heard as the 
announcers. 

CD 6A: “Riley’s Second Honeymoon” - 02/16/1951
Accompanied by wife Peg, Riley’s plans to enjoy a well-earned vacation at Palm 
Springs are proceeding too smoothly. The supporting cast includes Barbara Eiler 
as Babs, Bob Ellis as both Junior and the bell-hop, John Brown as both Gillis 
and Digger, Anne Whitfield and Jeffrey Silver as the girl and boy, with Adrienne 
Marden as their mother. Announcer Harry von Zell is also heard as the hotel 
clerk. John Storm provides the NBC cue.

CD 6B: “Riley’s Operation” - 02/23/1951
A simple removal of his tonsils has our favorite riveter scheming to stay home 
from work. John Brown co-stars as both Gillis and Digger, with Don Randolph 
as the doctor, Alan Reed as Mr. Stevenson, Barbara Eiler as both the nurse and 
hospital operator, and Mabel Albertson as Millie. Announcer Harry von Zell 
doubles as Mr. Durkin. The NBC cue is contributed by John Storm. 

CD 7A: “Louella Boards at the Rileys” - 03/02/1951
An incriminating item found in the family’s bathroom puzzles both Babs and her 
mother. Babs is portrayed by Barbara Eiler who also doubles as Mrs. Durkin, 
John Brown is both Gillis and Digger, Lois Corbett is Honeybee, Shirley Mitchell 
is the vivacious Louella, and announcer Harry von Zell is once again Mr. Durkin.

CD 7B: “Riley & The Disappearing Ink” - 03/09/1951
An insurance scam is propagated with Riley’s name literally written all over it. 
Bob Ellis co-stars as Junior, with Lou Merrill as Burnside, John Brown as both 
Gillis and Digger, and announcer Harry von Zell (who is also heard as both 
Muley and the cab driver).

CD 8A: “Riley On The Night-Shift” - 03/16/1951
With a current work assignment returning him home each evening at midnight, 
how is Riley going to keep tabs on his children? Barbara Eiler and Bob Ellis co-
star as Babs and Junior, with John Brown as both Gillis and Digger, Gil Stratton, 

Harry von Zell

William Bendix with members of his real life 
family.
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CD 2B: “Babs’ Brief Romance” - 12/29/1950
Will Riley ever allow his daughter to have a steady boyfriend? Barbara Eiler 
co-stars as Babs, with Eddie Firestone, Jr. as Bert, John Brown as both Gillis and 
Digger, Gil Stratton, Jr. as Joe, and Jimmy Wallington as the announcer.

CD 3A: “Peg’s Father Visits” - 01/05/1951
Everyone in the Riley household (except the bread winner) is excited for the 
anticipated arrival of Papa Barker. Alan Reed (below) co-stars as Papa, with 
Barbara Eiler as Babs, Bob Ellis as Junior, John Brown as Digger, and Harry von 
Zell as the announcer.

CD 3B: “How to Prove You Love Your Wife” - 01/12/1951
The celebration of the Riley’s wedding anniversary is complicated by a most 
implausible third party. Shirley Mitchell co-stars as Louella, with Barbara Eiler 
as Babs, and Irving Brecher as both the usher and electric company worker. 
Announcer Harry von Zell doubles as a bus passenger, and John Brown triples as 
the bus driver, Digger, and the electric company clerk.

CD 4A: “Riley The Scoutmaster” - 01/19/1951
Junior’s scout troop needs a new leader. Guess who imposes himself on the 
gang? Bob Ellis co-stars as Junior, with Jeffrey Silver as both Freddie and Jack, 
Joel Davis as both Tommy and Manny, Jared Brown as both Bill and Moe, 
John Brown as both Digger and Mr. Whitmore. Harry von Zell is heard as the 
announcer.

CD 4B: “Riley’s Double Wedding” - 01/26/1951
Has Riley set himself up to go to jail for bigamy? Mabel Albertson heads the 
supporting cast as Tilly, with Barbara Eiler as Babs, Alan Reed as Papa, Lou 

Merrill as Mr. Boomer, and John Brown triples as 
Digger, the conductor, and the porter. Harry von Zell 
is the announcer. 

CD 5A: “Sorority Story” - 02/02/1951
Will Babs' attempt to join the best sorority on campus 
be thwarted by a friend or her father’s meddling? 
Barbara Eiler co-stars as Babs, with Peggy Webber 
as Helene, Mabel Albertson as Mrs. Bidwell, Alan 
Reed as Mr. Bidwell, John Brown as both Digger and 
Edwards, and Harry von Zell as the announcer.

When Bendix and the Riley cast were in Chicago, Anton Remenih (Chicago 
Daily Tribune, April 19, 1950) noted that Bill would only talk about was his 
new granddaughter. Also interviewed by the paper’s radio editor was Bob Ellis, 
who played Junior on the program (having inherited the role from Alan Reed, Jr. 
in December of 1949). Ellis shared kind words about his on-air dad: “He never 
quarrels with anyone during rehearsals…even asks me occasionally how I think 
a scene should be played. Imagine Bill Bendix asking me!”

Junior’s sister Barbara (known affectionately as Babs) had been portrayed by 
Barbara Eiler (below) since December of 1946. A December 1948 press release 
dubbed her “Radio’s Girl Friend” – a fitting moniker for an actress who played 
opposite such luminaries as Mel Tormé and Kenny Baker. Moreover, during the 
1950-51 season, she was also playing Dennis Day’s sweetheart Mildred on the 
Irish tenor’s Saturday evening NBC session. 

The individual who furnished the sanity glue for the family was Riley’s wife Peg, 
portrayed by Paula Winslowe. She made a few comments regarding marriage 
in Radio-Television Life (November 17, 1950): “Probably a lot of women will 
disagree but I’ve come to believe that a woman’s main responsibility is running 
her home and tending to her family’s needs.” She concluded her remarks by 
noting: “I suppose I’ll be labeled old-fashioned because of my way of thinking. 
But it seems to me that most of the old-fashioned marriages are the happy ones, 
never ending up in the divorce statistics.” In real life, this philosophy worked for 
Winslowe, who was married to movie producer John Sutherland for nearly 60 
years (until her death at age 85 in 1996).

The Riley radio family was extended to include numerous recurring characters. 
Peg’s father, Papa Barker, was personified by Alan Reed. He was usually 
encountered in flashbacks from when Chester and Peg were first together. In 
the current set, we not only meet him in one such 
episode (“Riley’s Double Wedding”), but he also 
makes the trek to California for a present day call on 
the Riley household (“Peg’s Father Visits”). Babs’ 
acquaintances proved most problematic for her 
father. In both “Bab’s Brief Romance” and “Riley on 
the Night-Shift,” Bert is the victim of Riley’s wrath. 
Louella Lounsberry, a charming Southern Belle, was 
introduced to listeners in January of 1950. Played 
by Shirley Mitchell, she ‘innocently’ causes Chester 
Riley no end of trouble. 

Barbara EilerAlan Reed
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While many of the cast members mentioned above received on-air credit, director 
Mitch Lindeman and conductor/composer Lou Kosloff were also acknowledged 
at the close of each broadcast. When the 1950-51 season concluded (as of the 
June 29th episode), Bill Bendix personally thanked NBC crew members Fred 
Hegelund (associate director), Ralph Reid (studio booth engineer), Selwyn 
Touber (sound effects artist), and Estelle Colvin (script supervisor) for their 
efforts. The Life of Riley would no longer be heard on the etherwaves. However, 
the enterprise did return to the small screen in 1953, for a five-year stint. It starred 
William Bendix, the lone holdover from the radio series.

Episode Guide
Note: The episode titles are culled from the Irving Brecher Collection, Cinematic 
Arts Library, University of Southern California.

Note: All episodes star William Bendix as Riley, with Paula Winslowe as Peg.

CD 1A: “Riley Organizes a Company” - 12/08/1950
Junior wants to make some money by mowing lawns, which is not such an easy 
task . . . just ask Riley. Bob Ellis co-stars as Junior, along with Joel Davis as Joey, 
Jeffrey Silver as both Willie and Mossbank, and John Brown as both Digger and 
Mr. Peterson. Jimmy Wallington (below) and John Storm are the announcers.

CD 1B: “Riley Proves His Manhood” - 12/15/1950
Is Riley all bark and no bite? Barbara Eiler co-stars as both Babs and the woman 
on the street, with John Brown as both the reporter and Digger, Herb Vigran as 
both the man on the street and Mike, and Lou Merrill as the tough customer. The 
announcer is Jimmy Wallington. Phil Harris makes a special guest appearance 
during the closing segment.

CD 2A: “Riley’s First Baby” - 12/22/1950
During an evening with the neighbors, Peg relates 
her experience of Babs' birth...complete with Riley’s 
mischief. John Brown heads the supporting cast 
as both Gillis and Digger, with Maxine Semon as 
Honeybee, Gil Stratton, Jr. as Hal, Lou Merrill as 
both Grimes and the cop, Griff Barnett as the doctor, 
and Jimmy Wallington as the announcer.

There was one actor on the Riley show 
who often portrayed two recurring char-
acters: John Brown (left). His initial as-
signment was that of Jim Gillis, Riley’s 
neighbor and co-worker. Brown’s most 
important role on the program, howev-
er, was also one of the medium’s most 
endearing personalities: Digby O’Dell. 
He introduces himself upon meeting 
Riley as “The Friendly Undertaker.” 
Riley in turn nicknames him “Digger.” 
In his autobiography, Irving Brecher 

relates the objections that then-sponsor AMI had with the mortician when he 
was first introduced in the summer of 1944. After subsequent appearances, the 
character was finally accepted as an integral component of the program by all 
parties. By 1950, after more than fifteen years on radio and some 10,000 broad-
casts, Brown was honored with an award for Significant Contribution to Radio 
by Movie Stars Parade (March 1950).

Sponsor Pabst developed a winning slogan to promote its Blue Ribbon Beer: 
“What’ll you have?” A jingle was originally composed and written by Irvin 
Wagner and Bill Gale as a take-off of “Ten Little Indians.” Additional verses 
were submitted by Howard Legler of the Warwick & Legler ad agency. Long-
time Pabst announcer Jimmy Wallington (and later Harry von Zell) introduced 
the commercials, some including Riley himself touting the brand. Though not 
credited on air, the group that sang the catchy tunes was Judd Conlon and His 
Rhythmaires. In addition to its leader, the organization included Loulie Jean 
Norman, Gloria Wood, Charlie Parlato, and Mac McLean. In defending the use 
of a singing commercial, Conlon told Arlene Garber (TV-Radio Life, August 10, 
1951): “...it’s more alive than hearing a monotonous moaning of a male voice 
droning out the glorious attributes of a certain drug store specialty.” The Pabst 
firm continued to utilize the “What’ll you have?” idiom into the 1970s.

There were very few “guest” stars on The Life of Riley. Thus, listeners may 
have been surprised to hear band leader Phil Harris during the public service 
announcement at the end of “Riley Proves His Manhood.” He was present to 
promote “The Thing for Kids” (an appeal for kid’s Christmas gifts based on his 
novelty song “The Thing”). During the holiday season, he made the rounds of 
numerous NBC radio programs to ballyhoo the crusade.

William Bendix (left) with John Brown

Jimmy Wallington
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CD 2B: “Babs’ Brief Romance” - 12/29/1950
Will Riley ever allow his daughter to have a steady boyfriend? Barbara Eiler 
co-stars as Babs, with Eddie Firestone, Jr. as Bert, John Brown as both Gillis and 
Digger, Gil Stratton, Jr. as Joe, and Jimmy Wallington as the announcer.

CD 3A: “Peg’s Father Visits” - 01/05/1951
Everyone in the Riley household (except the bread winner) is excited for the 
anticipated arrival of Papa Barker. Alan Reed (below) co-stars as Papa, with 
Barbara Eiler as Babs, Bob Ellis as Junior, John Brown as Digger, and Harry von 
Zell as the announcer.

CD 3B: “How to Prove You Love Your Wife” - 01/12/1951
The celebration of the Riley’s wedding anniversary is complicated by a most 
implausible third party. Shirley Mitchell co-stars as Louella, with Barbara Eiler 
as Babs, and Irving Brecher as both the usher and electric company worker. 
Announcer Harry von Zell doubles as a bus passenger, and John Brown triples as 
the bus driver, Digger, and the electric company clerk.

CD 4A: “Riley The Scoutmaster” - 01/19/1951
Junior’s scout troop needs a new leader. Guess who imposes himself on the 
gang? Bob Ellis co-stars as Junior, with Jeffrey Silver as both Freddie and Jack, 
Joel Davis as both Tommy and Manny, Jared Brown as both Bill and Moe, 
John Brown as both Digger and Mr. Whitmore. Harry von Zell is heard as the 
announcer.

CD 4B: “Riley’s Double Wedding” - 01/26/1951
Has Riley set himself up to go to jail for bigamy? Mabel Albertson heads the 
supporting cast as Tilly, with Barbara Eiler as Babs, Alan Reed as Papa, Lou 

Merrill as Mr. Boomer, and John Brown triples as 
Digger, the conductor, and the porter. Harry von Zell 
is the announcer. 

CD 5A: “Sorority Story” - 02/02/1951
Will Babs' attempt to join the best sorority on campus 
be thwarted by a friend or her father’s meddling? 
Barbara Eiler co-stars as Babs, with Peggy Webber 
as Helene, Mabel Albertson as Mrs. Bidwell, Alan 
Reed as Mr. Bidwell, John Brown as both Digger and 
Edwards, and Harry von Zell as the announcer.

When Bendix and the Riley cast were in Chicago, Anton Remenih (Chicago 
Daily Tribune, April 19, 1950) noted that Bill would only talk about was his 
new granddaughter. Also interviewed by the paper’s radio editor was Bob Ellis, 
who played Junior on the program (having inherited the role from Alan Reed, Jr. 
in December of 1949). Ellis shared kind words about his on-air dad: “He never 
quarrels with anyone during rehearsals…even asks me occasionally how I think 
a scene should be played. Imagine Bill Bendix asking me!”

Junior’s sister Barbara (known affectionately as Babs) had been portrayed by 
Barbara Eiler (below) since December of 1946. A December 1948 press release 
dubbed her “Radio’s Girl Friend” – a fitting moniker for an actress who played 
opposite such luminaries as Mel Tormé and Kenny Baker. Moreover, during the 
1950-51 season, she was also playing Dennis Day’s sweetheart Mildred on the 
Irish tenor’s Saturday evening NBC session. 

The individual who furnished the sanity glue for the family was Riley’s wife Peg, 
portrayed by Paula Winslowe. She made a few comments regarding marriage 
in Radio-Television Life (November 17, 1950): “Probably a lot of women will 
disagree but I’ve come to believe that a woman’s main responsibility is running 
her home and tending to her family’s needs.” She concluded her remarks by 
noting: “I suppose I’ll be labeled old-fashioned because of my way of thinking. 
But it seems to me that most of the old-fashioned marriages are the happy ones, 
never ending up in the divorce statistics.” In real life, this philosophy worked for 
Winslowe, who was married to movie producer John Sutherland for nearly 60 
years (until her death at age 85 in 1996).

The Riley radio family was extended to include numerous recurring characters. 
Peg’s father, Papa Barker, was personified by Alan Reed. He was usually 
encountered in flashbacks from when Chester and Peg were first together. In 
the current set, we not only meet him in one such 
episode (“Riley’s Double Wedding”), but he also 
makes the trek to California for a present day call on 
the Riley household (“Peg’s Father Visits”). Babs’ 
acquaintances proved most problematic for her 
father. In both “Bab’s Brief Romance” and “Riley on 
the Night-Shift,” Bert is the victim of Riley’s wrath. 
Louella Lounsberry, a charming Southern Belle, was 
introduced to listeners in January of 1950. Played 
by Shirley Mitchell, she ‘innocently’ causes Chester 
Riley no end of trouble. 

Barbara EilerAlan Reed
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Saturdays, the program was moved to Friday nights at 10 Eastern for P & G’s 
final year (1948-1949). With the opening of the fall 1949 campaign, Pabst Sales 
Corporation (for its parent firm, Pabst Brewing Company) bankrolled the show 
to promote its Blue Ribbon Beer.

Pabst was the beer industry’s top advertiser in the medium. The company entered 
network radio in 1931, promoting its Blue Ribbon Malt brand with vaudevillian 
Richie Craig, Jr., who performed as The Blue Ribbon Jester on CBS. Following 
an appearance by Ben Bernie on the Jester series, Pabst contracted with Bernie 
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seven years, Pabst returned to network sponsorship in March of 1943 with the 
variety show Blue Ribbon Town starring Groucho Marx. In 1946, it commenced 
a three-year stint with Eddie Cantor. In the fall of 1949, Cantor was dropped in 
favor of The Life of Riley. 

The episodes in this collection feature hilarious incidents from the middle of the 
seventh (and final) season of the program. Riley’s antics continued to be hailed 
by critics. A review in Daily Variety (October 9, 1950) proclaimed: “Off on 
another season for Pabst, Irving Brecher, Alan Lipscott and Reuben Shipp 
whipped up another frothy tid-bit that tapped a steady succession of laughs.” 
The program’s creator, along with his scripting duo, had collaborated in plotting 
Riley’s escapades since the show’s inception. 

In an interview (TV-Radio Life, February 2, 
1951) Brecher declared: “Hold a mirror up to 
Riley, and you hold it up to most of the audience. 
His problems are universal.” Manhattan-native 
William Bendix (left) voiced similar sentiments 
(Radio Life, January 12, 1947): “Riley and I are 
a happy marriage. He and I are just plain folks 
- no fuss and feathers.” However, after moving 
into his new Encino, California manse, he was 
quoted in a December 1950 press release: “If I 
ever told ‘em back in Brooklyn that some day 
I’d be living like this, they’d have laughed me 
clear over to New Jersey.”

CD 5B: “Riley’s Dancing Lessons” - 02/09/1951
Riley’s decision to impress Peg by taking dancing lessons 
lands him a most improbable partner. Shirley Mitchell is 
featured once again as Louella, along with Bob Ellis as 
Junior, Barbara Eiler as Babs, John Brown as both Digger 
and the contest emcee, and Don Randolph as Mr. Valdez. 
Harry von Zell (right) and John Storm are heard as the 
announcers. 

CD 6A: “Riley’s Second Honeymoon” - 02/16/1951
Accompanied by wife Peg, Riley’s plans to enjoy a well-earned vacation at Palm 
Springs are proceeding too smoothly. The supporting cast includes Barbara Eiler 
as Babs, Bob Ellis as both Junior and the bell-hop, John Brown as both Gillis 
and Digger, Anne Whitfield and Jeffrey Silver as the girl and boy, with Adrienne 
Marden as their mother. Announcer Harry von Zell is also heard as the hotel 
clerk. John Storm provides the NBC cue.

CD 6B: “Riley’s Operation” - 02/23/1951
A simple removal of his tonsils has our favorite riveter scheming to stay home 
from work. John Brown co-stars as both Gillis and Digger, with Don Randolph 
as the doctor, Alan Reed as Mr. Stevenson, Barbara Eiler as both the nurse and 
hospital operator, and Mabel Albertson as Millie. Announcer Harry von Zell 
doubles as Mr. Durkin. The NBC cue is contributed by John Storm. 

CD 7A: “Louella Boards at the Rileys” - 03/02/1951
An incriminating item found in the family’s bathroom puzzles both Babs and her 
mother. Babs is portrayed by Barbara Eiler who also doubles as Mrs. Durkin, 
John Brown is both Gillis and Digger, Lois Corbett is Honeybee, Shirley Mitchell 
is the vivacious Louella, and announcer Harry von Zell is once again Mr. Durkin.

CD 7B: “Riley & The Disappearing Ink” - 03/09/1951
An insurance scam is propagated with Riley’s name literally written all over it. 
Bob Ellis co-stars as Junior, with Lou Merrill as Burnside, John Brown as both 
Gillis and Digger, and announcer Harry von Zell (who is also heard as both 
Muley and the cab driver).

CD 8A: “Riley On The Night-Shift” - 03/16/1951
With a current work assignment returning him home each evening at midnight, 
how is Riley going to keep tabs on his children? Barbara Eiler and Bob Ellis co-
star as Babs and Junior, with John Brown as both Gillis and Digger, Gil Stratton, 

Harry von Zell

William Bendix with members of his real life 
family.
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Though beer manufacturers sponsored a variety of radio comedies, it was rare 
for a family sitcom to be bankrolled by this kind of advertiser. One such show 
was the The Life of Riley, which enjoyed a two-year relationship with the Pabst 
Brewing Company. By the time Pabst was underwriting the radio series (1949-
1951), both institutions had developed prestigious reputations in their respective 
industries.

The Life of Riley initially elicited chuckles from radio audiences as a Blue Network 
feature on Sunday, January 16, 1944 (originating from Hollywood). Created 
by Irving Brecher, the original concept for the project was developed in 1942. 
It was called The Flotsam Family, with Groucho Marx as its star. However, this 
version did not generate sufficient commercial interest, and was scrapped. It would 
ultimately be rewritten as a vehicle for movie actor William Bendix. This revamped 
version featured Bendix as Chester A. Riley, a war plant worker in California. 
The character lived with his wife Peg, and their two children, Barbara (Babs) 

and Chester Riley, Jr. (Junior). 
Even though the program 
debuted during the World War 
II era, weekly themes dealt with 
average family experiences at 
school, work, home, and in the 
community.

From its inception, The Life 
of Riley was a commercial 
entity, with the American 
Meat Institute (currently North 
American Meat Institute) 
paying the bills for the 
program’s first 77 episodes. 
That contract was in effect 
through the July 8, 1945 

Jr. as Bert, and announcer Harry von Zell (who doubles as 
Henry).

CD 8B: “Riley the Basketball Briber” - 03/23/1951
Could it be that Riley and Gillis observe Junior taking a 
bribe to throw the big game? Bob Ellis co-stars as Junior, 
with Barbara Eiler as Babs, John Brown as both Gillis and 
Digger, Don Randolph as the principal, Herb Vigran (right) 
as the coach, and announcer Harry von Zell (who also 
performs as both the bookie and the game broadcaster). 

For additional laughs consult:
Irving Brecher (1949) The Life of Riley: novelized from the screenplay
Irving Brecher (2008) The Wicked Wit of the West (autobiography)

Acknowledgements: The author thanks the following for their invaluable 
assistance: Ned Comstock (Cinematic Arts Library, University of Southern 
California), Jeanette Berard and Klaudia Englund (American Radio Archives, 
Thousand Oaks, California), and from the Library of Congress - David Sager, 
James Wintle and Bryan Cornell.

If you enjoyed this CD set, we recommend
The Life of Riley: Blue Collar Blues,

available now at www.RadioSpirits.com.

www.RadioSpirits.com
PO Box 1315, Little Falls, NJ 07424
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